
Le#er to our sisters in the World March of 
Women and all over the world 

WE, KANAK, INDIGENOUS & ALLIED WOMEN OF KANAKY, APPEAL TO 
YOUR INTERNATIONAL FEMINIST SOLIDARITY IN RESPONSE TO THE VIOLENT SITUATION WE 
ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING ON OUR LANDS. 

THIS SITUATION IS THE RESULT OF COLONISATION, STARTING FROM FRANCE’S TAKING 
POSSESSION OF THE LAND IN 1853, FOLLOWED BY SUCCESSIVE ‘CIVILISING’ 
INTERVENTIONS BY THE ARMY TO ‘PACIFY’ THE Kanak (THEN CONSIDERED TO BE SAVAGES), 
AND OF AN ACCELERATED RECOLONISATION VIA SETTLER COLONIALISM ORCHESTRATED 
BY THE FRENCH STATE. THIS SITUATION HAS BEEN RESHAPED ALONG NEOLIBERAL LINES 
SINCE 2020 WITH THE APPOINTMENT OF SÉBASTIEN LECORNU UNDER EMMANUEL 
MACRON. SINCE 13 MAY 2024 WE HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO AN EXTENSIVE OPERATION 
OF COLONIAL REPRESSION INCLUDING THE MASSIVE DEPLOYMENT OF FRENCH ARMED 
FORCES TO A COUNTRY ALREADY UNDERGOING A PROCESS OF MILITARISATION. 

IN PARTICULAR, WE ARE SOUNDING THE ALARM OVER: 
- THE RISK OF GENOCIDE IDENTIFIED THROUGH VARIOUS MARKERS 
- THE NEED TO REOPEN NOUMÉA'S AIRPORTS AND COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS FOR THE 

WELL-BEING OF ALL. 

IN THIS DOCUMENT, WE LAY OUT OUR MAJOR CONCERNS, OUR DEMANDS, AND OUR 
REQUESTS FOR COORDINATED, JOINT AND SIMULTANEOUS ACTION FROM EACH NATIONAL 
COORDINATION OF THE WORLD MARCH OF WOMEN, TO PUT AN END TO THIS SITUATION. 
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SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATIONS 

About us: 

In the original (French-language) document and in our discussions in the French language, we use 
the word “autochtone” rather than “Indigène” for two reasons:  1

- “Autochtone” is a word meaning “Indigenous, under occupaaon of an administraang power”, 
which is currently the case of Kanaky. 

- To situate ourselves in relaaon to internaaonal and French law (France raafied the UN 
Declaraaon on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples on 13 September 2007). 

This being said, it is important to menaon that in our daily lives, we do not define ourselves 
according to either of these terms, but simply as Kanak. (Kanak without S.) 

About Kanaky: 

New Caledonia is the name of the colony; we use the Indigenous name, Kanaky. 
Kanaky has been on the list of non-autonomous territories to be decolonised since 1986. 

When we say “Kanaky”, we align ourselves with the thoughts of Pierre Declercq, the first white 
martyr murdered by the French Colonial State, which he shared on 22 June 1979 in Les Nouvelles 
Calédoniennes: “The term Kanak designates neither an ethnicity nor a race. The purpose of a Kanak 
society is the construcaon of a mularacial and fraternal people exisang in solidarity. This does not 
mean that the future society will be enarely Melanesian. The right to difference will be respected, 
but we will ensure that this does not lead to the dominaaon of any one ethnicity over another.” 

On the results of the independence referendums: 

You may have heard that three referendums were held to vote on the quesaon of independence, 
with the conclusion: “each ame, the Caledonian people voted no.” We add some context to counter 
this disinformaaon. 

1. The Caledonian people does not exist. In the Nouméa Accords,  the only people that is 2

recognised and menaoned is the Kanak people. We take care to never use the term “Caledonian 
people” because this is in fact an erasure of the Kanak people. Consequently, we consider that the 
Kanak people and French people exist in this country, and we use the term “Caledonian ciazenship”. 

2. The results of the referendums which were laid out in the Nouméa Accords, iniaally every two 
years: 

- First referendum, 4th November 2018: 43.3% in favour of independence 
- Second referendum, 4th October 2020: 46.7% in favour of independence 

The third referendum was supposed to take place in 2022 but the date was brought forward by the 
French Colonial State, despite the promises of then-Prime Minister Edouard Philippe  and the 3

request of the pro-Independence movement to delay the referendum following the naaonal 

 Translator’s note: both these terms are translated as “Indigenous” in English.1

 Translator’s note: in the Nouméa Accords, finalised in 1998, the French government agreed to grant increased poliacal power to Kanaky 2

over a twenty-year transiaon period. The three referendums at the end of the transiaon period were intended to determine whether the 
country would remain a French territory or become independent.

 “The Nouméa Accords sapulate that, in the case of a no vote in the second referendum, a third referendum can be held in the two years 3
following the second. We preclude the possibility that this third consultaaon can be held between mid-September 2021 and the end of 
August 2022. It has become evident to us all that it was preferable to make a clear disancaon between the naaonal electoral deadlines 
and those relaang to the future of New Caledonia. The choice of dates aqer the second vote will thus consatute a major issue. In this 
regard, the Government and the poliacal forces of New Caledonia have discussed the necessity of conanue this discussion throughout 
the process.” Declaraaon of 10 October 2019 following the 19th commi#ee of signatories to the Nouméa Accord.
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declaraaon of Kanak mourning following the more than 280 deaths linked to COVID-19 among the 
Kanak people (paracularly those who were most precarious and most exposed). 

Facing off against the legendary stubbornness of the French Colonial State, the pro-Independence 
movement called for a massive boyco# of the third referendum. The abstenaon rate for this third 
referendum was 56.1%, and 3.5% of the final vote was in favour of independence. We know, thanks 
to the data and the differences in demographic categories between different regions, that more than 
90% of Kanak joined the boyco#. Consequently, we reject the legiamacy of this third referendum in 
which those most directly affected, the Indigenous people, did not paracipate. 

The advice of the Internaaonal Court of Jusace has been sought, but has not yet returned an 
answer. 
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OUR MAJORS CONCERNS 

Sounding the alarm: risk of genocide 

This secaon is based on arZcle 211-1 of the French Criminal Code,  as of 22 May 2024: 4

Genocide is the act, by execuang a concerted plan aimed at the total or parZal destrucZon of a 
naZonal, ethnic, racial or religious group or of a group determined by any other arbitrary criterion, 
of commisng or causing to be commi#ed against members of that group, any of the following acts: 
wilful a#ack on human life, serious bodily or mental harm, inflicang of condiaons of life likely to 
bring about the total or paraal destrucaon of the group, measures intended to prevent births, forced 
transfer of children. 

NB: We have chosen to refer to these criteria for the sake of clarity. However, we make connec?ons 
between these criteria in the text below because many of the markers overlap in prac?ce. 

General context  5
A. Why the concept of « Risk of Genocide » ?	 
5

B. Kanaky at the centre of (negative) attention	 
5

C. Warning signs from outside of kanaky	 
5

Five markers of the risk of genocide  7
A. Wilful Attack on Human Life	 
7

B. Serious bodily or mental harm	 
9

C. Inflicting of conditions of life likely to bring about the total or partial destruction of the group	 
11

D. Measures to prevent births	 
12

E. Forced transfer of children	 
13

Genocidal intent 14

 Legislaave part (Art. 111-1 to 727-3) - Book II: Crimes and offences against persons (Art. 211-1 to 228-1) - Title I: Crimes against 4

humanity and the human species (Art. 211-1 to 215-3) - Sub-atle I: Crimes against humanity (Art. 211-1 to 213-4-1) - Chapter I: 
Genocide (Art. 211-2 to 211-2) - Amended by Law n°2004-800 of 6/82004 - art. 28 - JORF 7/8/2004/
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General context 

A. WHY THE CONCEPT OF « RISK OF GENOCIDE » ? 

We emphasise the idea of risk of genocide for several reasons: 
- We refuse to ignore the fact that the genocide is beginning to accelerate; 
- We refuse to wait for markers beyond those presented in this document to emerge; 
- We refuse to fall into the colonial raaonality of ranking by number of people who are vicams 

or threatened by a genocide: there are 110 856 Kanak in this country; a genocide would 
happen much too quickly.   5

In honour of our martyrs who have been murdered since 24 September 1853, and in honour of the 
Kanak depopulaaon as a part of Oceanian depopulaaon  more broadly, but also in honour of our 6

martyrs who have fallen since 13 May 2024, we will not wait for even one more murder. 

We demand a complete halt to the genocidal process as soon as possible through massive 
internaZonal pressure. 

Our civilisaaon is in danger. This is a distress signal that we are sending out to you. We are strong, 
yes, as our history shows, but we are also in mourning, stunned, overwhelmed, and we need all the 
internaaonal feminist pressure we can muster. 

B. KANAKY AT THE CENTRE OF (NEGATIVE) ATTENTION 

Some major aspects of this issue, whether historical or contemporary, are related to geopoliacal 
issues or neoliberal domesac poliacs based on the extracaon of natural resources. These elements 
make it even clearer that taking our claims seriously is not in the interests of the French Colonial 
State; on the contrary, every claim for self-determinaaon will slow down the achievement of their 
goals. 

- Neoliberal extracZon of natural resources: our land is rich in natural resources such as 
nickel, which is the main source of the extensive mining operaaons in the country, the 
consequences of which are discussed below. The discovery of gas and petrol has led to the 
suggesaon of further exploraaon to obtain data, with ambiaons for future extracaon (note: 
Uvea ma Futuna  is on the list of territories with natural resources for future exploitaaon). 7

- GeopoliZcs: to confront China and Russia, the French Colonial State has promoted our land 
to the rank of advanced military base in the Pacific in service of the Indo-Pacific axis, 
bringing along with it plans for massive local militarisaaon (an accelerated process which we 
discuss further below). 

It is clear that it is in the interests of the French Colonial State to shut down any possibility of 
uprising as quickly as possible, today or in the future. 

C. WARNING SIGNS FROM OUTSIDE OF KANAKY 

In addiaon to the markers specific to Kanaky or to the Kanak people described in the rest of the 
document, here are some other strong indicators :  

 Demographics: the Kanak populaaon was esamated to have been between approximately 300 000 to 500 000. The populaaon 5
declined from the moment of European arrival, dropping to 27,000 in 1900. In 1973, the populaaon reached 50,000.
 A concept developed by the archaeologist Christophe Sand in his book Oceanian Massacre: “there are some things that remain constant 6

within quesaons of depopulaaon: the problem is not limited to illness. Illnesses transform socieaes, they create crises which lead to 
wars… also because of social, poliacal and symbolic destructuring linked to demographic collapse. Depopulaaon is also linked to inferality. 
European sailors introduced syphilis, gonorrhea, tuberculosis. Source:  Interview with Christophe Sand 
 Translator’s note: Uvea ma Futuna is the Indigenous name for the country named “Wallis and Futuna” by the colonisers. It is another 7

present-day French colony located in the Pacific.
 5

https://la1ere.francetvinfo.fr/nouvellecaledonie/entretien-avec-l-archeologue-christophe-sand-auteur-de-hecatombe-oceanienne-1436285.html


France is an accomplice of the State of Israel in the genocide of the PalesZnian people, as 
demonstrated by: 

- Uncondiaonal poliacal support for Israel expressed from the start and renewed on several 
occasions since; 

- Visits to the Israeli army by members of the French government and the President of the 
Naaonal Assembly; 

- No vote in favour of ceasefire ; 
- No sancaons against French naaonals who have joined the Israeli army or obstructed 

humanitarian convoys ; 
- Severe repression of any kind of mobilisaaon in support of the Palesanian people; 
- Delivery of weapons (100,000 rounds of ammuniaon for machine guns likely to be used 

against civilians in Gaza) at the end of October 2023 under the aegis of Sébasaen Lecornu:  8

"While the Ministry of the Army has constantly asserted, before Parliament and in the media, 
that France was only sending defensive components to Israel, on Tuesday March 26 
Sébasaen Lecornu was forced to admit that ammuniaon belts for machine guns made in 
France were indeed sent to the Hebrew State at the end of October 2023."  9

Through its racist and colonial poliacs, the French Colonial State has acZvely parZcipated in 
globalised anZ-black racism: for example, Louis XIV’s Code Noir, the Rwandan Genocide, the history 
of slavery on the African conanent and in the Analles. Locally, the French Colonial State applied the 
Code de l’indigénat,  in use in Algeria at the ame, to Kanaky, and used blackbirding  to supply its 10 11

mines and farms in Tahia and Kanaky with labour. This parZcipaZon in globalised anZ-black racism 
conZnues today: a current example is in the city of Nantes, which was the main French slave port 
from the 17th to 19th centuries.  The current local government, led by Johanna Rolland, is currently 12

reshaping its paracipaaon in racist and colonial poliaques through the construcaon of an 
Administraave Detenaon Centre, which is nothing more than a prison for foreigners, despite the 
ongoing fight against its construcaon by the Insomnia Pure Collecave. 

Two addiaonal factors: 
- France, historically a colonial empire, has not completed a single peaceful decolonial process. 

Today, faced with the rapidity and intensity of colonial repression, we now see that the 
enZre process, including the Nouméa Accords, was a fundamentally hypocriZcal colonial 
manoeuvre aiming to exZnguish Kanak revolt. It was a process of pacificaaon aiming to 
serve their interests and further the process of se#ler colonialism. Macron's latest visit has 
confirmed the maintaining of his poliacal strategy of recolonisaaon through se#ler 
colonialism, through his announcement that "appeasement cannot mean going backwards". 

- In its own territory in Europe, France today is a fascist state: we have no illusions that things 
would be any different here. 

 This is the same minister who forced the third referendum on Kanak independence to go ahead in 2021, ignoring the Kanak mourning 8

period following to the deaths of more than 270 Kanak from COVID; and then-Prime Minister Edouard Philippe's promise that the 
referendum would not be held before the end of the French electoral period (i.e. not before August 2022). To this day, we reject the 
legiamacy of this referendum due to the 56% abstenaon rate, mostly of the indigenous people.
 Sources: here, here and here9

 A legal code which prohibited freedom of movements to Kanak, and which was governed by rules allowing colonial administrators to 10

apply various penalaes (e.g. prison, fines) without trial.
 Blackbirding was a 19th century pracace in which sailors and ship captains travelled around the Pacific Ocean to kidnap and imprison 11

Indigenous people (in this case Kanak) to be used in forced labour, mostly in the sugar cane plantaaons in Queensland, Australia.
 1,714 slave expediaons have been recorded with more than 550,000 black prisoners transported to the colonies.12
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https://disclose.ngo/fr/article/livraisons-darmes-a-israel-11-ong-attaquent-la-france-en-justice
https://disclose.ngo/fr/article/guerre-a-gaza-la-france-equipe-en-secret-des-mitrailleuses-utilisees-par-larmee-israelienne
https://disclose.ngo/fr/article/livraison-a-israel-dequipements-pour-mitrailleuses-la-france-entretient-lopacite


Five markers of the risk of genocide 

A. WILFUL ATTACK ON HUMAN LIFE 

Since 13 May 2024 and up to the present day, 28 May 2024, we mourn and lament seven official 
deaths. We have not been able to confirm :  

- Ten unannounced deaths  
- Twelve as yet unrecognised deaths  
- Six corpses that are unidenafiable due to mualaaon. 

Among these 35 people are two Wallisians, one Futunian and 32 Kanak (two girls and 30 boys and 
men). 

On social media, the figure of 43 deaths is also circulaang. We have not been able to confirm this 
figure, but causes our anxiety to increase as well as the anxiety of our friends and loved ones. A 
request for an inquiry into these murders and the French state’s responsibility is currently being 
wri#en for submission to the UN, Amnesty Internaaonal and Human Rights Watch. 

We have no data on the actual number of people injured per day, but a surgeon from the local public 
hospital tesafied: "’Hundreds injured. (...) We don't do medicine or surgery by halves. We're sall 
treaang paaents in the best possible way. But it's sall ballisac trauma, gunshot wounds. So, yes, it's 
like war surgery,’ said the surgeon, who confirmed that he had treated paaents with bullet wounds 
to the head. He also confirmed that essenaal surgeries have been delayed. "We have such a high 
volume of paaents that we can't cope with all the operaaons on the same day. So we go as fast as 
we can. Right now, we're on a downward curve, I have the impression, I hope anyway, of the influx 
of injured people," he said.  13

- The presence of heavily armed colonial miliZas: defined as paramilitary organisaaons consisang of 
any group of people carrying or having access to weapons and likely to disrupt public order. 
Historically present in Kanaky since colonisaaon, they have been remobilised very quickly on several 
occasions over the course of history to hunt down Kanak people. 

These miliaas have been highly acave since 13 May 2024, armed with heavy weaponry and 
supported by the forces of law and order, by the representaave of the French colonial state, by the 
French armed forces and by "ciazens' collecaves" or so-called "vigilant neighbours". These la#er 
groups egg on the miliaas in private message groups, while others call overtly for the hunang down 
of the "Kanak rebels". 

All of this is in response to an alleged lack of security. These claims take the form of a moral panic, 
which is typical of right-wing movements adopang a narraave of invasion and who claim the 
necessity of defending "their territory" at all costs. "Their territory", naturally, is defined solely by 
their arbitrary criteria to allow them to hunt wherever they like. 

The colonial miliaas hunt us down and enter all of our neighbourhoods at any ame of day or night, 
with total impunity to kill any Kanak that they see. While the state of emergency was in effect, the 
pro-Independence movement advised everyone to go home as soon as the curfew began, and to 
avoid going out onto rooqops or balconies or being visible through windows. 

These miliaas were not subject to the restricaons of the State of Emergency declared on 14 May 
2024 via a press release from the High Commission, which sapulated: "Measures taken with 
immediate effect: a curfew for the greater Nouméa area from 6pm on Tuesday 14 May unal 
Wednesday 15 May at 6am; this curfew may be extended as necessary. All gatherings in the greater 
Nouméa area are prohibited, as is the transport or carrying of weapons anywhere in New Caledonia. 

 Source: « Ca s’apparente à la chirurgie de guerre », témoigne un médecin de Nouméa. Aracle sur RTL13
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https://www.rtl.fr/actu/debats-societe/invite-rtl-nouvelle-caledonie-a-s-apparente-a-la-chirurgie-de-guerre-temoigne-un-medecin-de-noumea-7900386057


The sale of alcohol is prohibited throughout New Caledonia". The State of Emergency was liqed on 
28/05/2024. 

We have recovered photos of some of the miliaas’ equipment found at the home of a murderer from 
the miliaa in Noumea and during a vehicle search. This is just a glimpse, as there are currently 
around 120,000 weapons in Kanaky. 

 

- The massive deployment of military personnel as part of a remilitarisaaon process, underway 
since 2022 (military vessels: tugboats, patrol boats, support and assistance vessels, a standard 
amphibious landing craq, patrol aircraq), with plans for new military vessels, increasing in number 
from 2,100 to 2,500 by 2030. 

To date the French Colonial State has deployed 2,700 military personnel to the country, where in 
2019 the populaaon was 271,407 people in total (including 110,856 Kanak).  The following quote 14

demonstrates this process of militarisaaon: "With respect to the situaaon in New Caledonia, the 
government’s posiaon is not changing. ‘Our objecave is clear: to re-establish order’. The Prime 
Minister announced several decisions: ‘We are going to reinforce the air bridge for the restoraaon of 
order to deploy an addiaonal thousand internal security personnel on top of the 1,700 already on 
site. In concrete terms, GIGN  forces arrived last night from Polynesia. A plane has just landed in 15

New Caledonia with an addiaonal 132 personnel. A plane leq mainland France last night with a 
mobile gendarmerie squadron and 40 GIGN personnel, making a total of 116 addiaonal personnel’, 
he added. ‘This aqernoon, a plane will leave mainland France with two mobile gendarmerie 
squadrons and two CRS  companies, i.e. 250 addiaonal personnel"… Six addiaonal mobile 16

gendarmerie squadrons will also be deployed in the next few hours, via the military and civil aviaaon 
authoriaes… to organise this air bridge. ‘This is an unprecedented level of mobilisaaon, which 
illustrates the government's determinaaon’, [Prime Minister] Gabriel A#al insisted. (Source: Aracle)  

On 27 May 2024, following Emmanuel Macron’s visit, we learned that 480 addiaonal gendarmes are 
going to be sent to Kanaky, as well as a team called CRS8, a team from the Naaonal Police 
specialising in “urban guerrilla warfare”. 

 271,407 Inhabitants (135,794 male and 135,613 female) including 111,856 Kanak (55,646 male and 56,210 female), 65,488 European 14

(33,599 male and 31,888 female), 30,731 mixed race (15.028 male and 15,703 female), 22,521 Uvea ma Futuna (11,133 male and 11,387 
female), 5,366 Tahiaan (2,584 male and 2,782 female), 3786 Indonesian (1,806 male and 1,980 female), 2,313 niVanuatu (1,203 male and 
1,110 female), 2,230 Vietnamese (1,013 male and 1,217 female), 1,181 other Asians 
(456 male and 725 female), 20,298 undeclared (10,401 male and 9,898 female), and 5,610 other (2,925 male and 2,685 female).

 Translator’s note: elite police force specialising in counter-terrorism and similar.15
 Translator’s note: police unit specialising in security, public order and riot control.16
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https://www.lavoixdunord.fr/1462436/article/2024-05-16/nouvelle-caledonie-le-gouvernement-envoie-un-millier-de-policiers-gendarmes-crs


Tanks, armoured vehicles, helicopters and surveillance drones are being used, as well as drones that 
have dropped red gas ostensibly to stun and a#ack acavists. The real impact that this gas will have 
on us and on our environment is unknown. 

- Aiacks on our access to food and ability to survive: 
Food supplies have been rendered unfit for consumpaon by the forces of order: we have 
received tesamony from an associaaon that assists disadvantaged families (mainly Kanak and some 
other Oceanians). Tesamony transcribed verbaam: "The security forces took advantage [of the state 
of emergency] to carry out a search. There were three children aged between 4 and 11 on the 
premises. All the phones were seized. They knocked the pots onto the fire, burnt down the 
generator, spilled toilet fluid in the freezer on the associaaon's foodstuffs, and threw tear gas into 
the bedrooms (fortunately, the children had been moved). The containers were opened and the food 
disappeared... The associaaon's premises have been destroyed.” 

We have also received a tesamony from the Bangou tribe in Païta, where the police broke in to spill 
food and burn down various kitchen areas, forcing the Kanak to take refuge higher up than usual. 
We know that we only have very limited access to these tesamonies depending on who is able to 
share them. 

Shooang at people queuing for food to survive. 

Burning of our local food shops by the miliaa (with suspicion of paracipaaon by the torces of order 
as well). 

Requisiaoning of service staaons for the forces of order and French Armed Forces, prevenang 
people from moving around and from stocking up on food and other needs, as well as raaoning of 
petrol. 

Food raaoning for adults and children and babies in paracular in working class neighbourhoods (The 
southern parts of Noumea which make up the white, bourgeois heartland are not suffering from 
shortages or raaoning; however, we have received tesamony that some are concerned about when 
their hairdresser will be able to reopen, when they will be able to eat at the outdoor area of a café, 
or have brunch again): we note in contrast that we are ared and weakened. 

B. SERIOUS BODILY OR MENTAL HARM 

Since 1853, the colonisaaon of the Kanak people has been carried out through mulaple massacres; 
but it has also had strong psychological and religious aspects. This consatutes cultural genocide due 
to: 

- The crushing of our culture through religious colonisaaon and diverse phases of se#ler 
colonisaaon of our land: disconnecaon from ourselves, loss of reference points, of our creaaon 
myths, our languages, the loss of our clan organisaaon through forced populaaon displacement and 
large-scale cantonment (in the so-called “Indigenous reserves”), division among our people through 
mental alienaaon, and alcoholism as a colonial weapon of mass destrucaon; 

- Mulaple transgeneraaonal traumas that hamper our knowledge of our history, our idenaty, our 
fundamental myths and sacred links with our terrestrial and marine environment, as well as the 
transmission of all this to our people and to other communiaes with the sense of welcome, sharing 
and a mulaculturalism that is specific to the Oceanian peoples. 
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The existence of lasang trauma was recognised in the Nouméa Accords  but to date it has not been 17

clearly defined, including all its various bio-psycho-social, environmental and cultural manifestaaons. 
Nor has it ever been addressed in a way that would help Kanaky begin along a path of profound 
collecave healing while also confronang the decisions and wishes of the French Colonial State (for 
example: we have repeatedly refused to allow our seabed to be exploited or even explored). 

Mulaple le#ers requesang the restructuring of the chiefdoms have sent by the Customary Senate 
and by Inaat Ne Kanaky, the Naaonal Council of Cheifs of Kanaky: they have been ignored. 

- Poisoned giqs such as: 
- Specific places that confine Kanak idenaty to "cultural reserves" such as the Tjibaou 

Cultural Centre and the Customary Senate; 
- The opaon to learn some of our languages at school. 

We do not consider these to be genuine steps forward, but rather measures designed to suffocate 
our demands. 
On the contrary, we consider that our Kanak idenaty is only considered as an exoac interlude or a 
perfunctory consultaaon, rather than as the very foundaaon of the Kanak society that we seek 
through the IKS (Indépendance Kanak Socialiste – Kanak Socialist Independance). 

This cultural genocide is a major issue for us because, beyond our death in this world, we fear for 
the death of our civilisaaon, which is taking place via two processes: 

- Recolonisaaon through se#ler colonialism: gradual destrucaon; 
- The genocidal risk discussed in this document: brutal destrucaon. 

We also cannot ignore the destrucaon of our environment through the systemaac exploitaaon of 
our natural resources in our mountains, and on our land. 

Mining for capitalist extracaon has led and sall leads to: 
- Clan wars including ongoing turf wars that can lead to murders; 
- Polluaon of our land, air and water; 
- Populaaon displacement; 
- A reformulaaon of the Code de l’Indigénat (which we endured for seventy years) through the 

acavaaon of the State of Emergency: a manoeuvre aiming to confine the Kanak in their 
homes and to prohibit them access even to their own balconies and rooqops through 
inamidaaon (firing tear gas towards them, which lands in their house, for example), violent 
intrusions into their private spaces and homes. These acts have been documented even 
aqer the official end of the State of Emergency. 

It should be noted that the end of the State of Emergency was inevitable because otherwise the 
State would have had to propose a new law. However, president Macron’s poliacal management of 

 Paragraph 3 of the Nouméa Accord: "The shock of colonisaaon consatuted a lasang trauma for the original populaaon. Clans were 17

deprived of their names at the same ame as their land. Extensive colonisaaon of land led to significant populaaon displacements, in which 
Kanak clans saw their means of subsistence reduced and their places of memory lost. This dispossession has led to a loss of idenaty. 
Even though the principles of Kanak social organisaaon have been recognised, its society was turned upside down. Populaaon 
movements led to the breakdown of its structure, and ignorance of its power structures all too oqen led to the denial of legiamate 
authoriaes and the establishment of authoriaes lacking in cultural legiamacy, which has accentuated trauma arising from the loss of 
idenaty. 
At the same ame, Kanak arasac heritage was denied or plundered. 
On top of this denial of the fundamental elements of Kanak idenaty were added restricaons on public freedoms and an absence of 
poliacal rights, even though the Kanak people paid a heavy price in the defence of France, paracularly during the First World War. 
The Kanak people were pushed to the geographical, economic and poliacal margins of their own country, something that, when imposed 
on a proud people not yet deprived of their warrior tradiaons, was bound to provoke rebellion. This led in turn to violent repression, 
aggravaang resentment and misunderstanding. 
Colonisaaon undermined the dignity of the Kanak people, depriving them of their idenaty. In this encounter, men and women lost their 
lives or their reasons for living. The result was great suffering. We must remember these difficult ames, to recognise mistakes made, to 
return to the Kanak people their confiscated idenaty. For them, this is tantamount to recognising their sovereignty, which is a prerequisite 
for the foundaaon of a new sovereignty, shared in a common desany.”
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Kanaky has been widely condemned within the French Naaonal Assembly, by all of the leq but also 
by the extreme right, which unfortunately is using this issue as a way to un-demonise itself to the 
electorate: as decolonial feminists we strongly criaque this process. This means that Macron’s party 
would not have been able to achieve a majority vote to conanue the State of Emergency.. 

Nonetheless, the official liqing of the State of Emergency does not imply the end to colonial 
manoeuvering. 

C. INFLICTING OF CONDITIONS OF LIFE LIKELY TO BRING ABOUT THE TOTAL OR PARTIAL 
DESTRUCTION OF THE GROUP 

As a conanuaaon of the repeated forced displacements of the Kanak people (via force and through 
inamidaaon) and the establishment of "indigenous reserves" to enact a process of ethnic cleansing  18

in the sense of “policy deliberately devised by an ethnic or religious group with the aim of elimina?ng, 
through the use of violence and terror, civilian popula?ons belonging to a dis?nct ethnic or religious 
community within par?cular geographical areas", the French Colonial State is pursuing the 
degradaZon of the living condiZons of the Kanak people through local policies applied via colonial 
right-wing poliacians. The Kanak people is discriminated against in every way (no gendered data is 
available). This can be seen from the data. 

Demographic composiZon: 
- The Kanak minority: the Kanak people represent 40% of the populaaon (111,000 Kanak and 

135,000 non-Kanak). 

Socio-economic data: 
- Incarceraaon: 90% of the prison populaaon are Kanak 
- Poverty: 71% are Kanak 
- Employment in management roles: over the past 40 years, only 11% have been Kanak 
- Unemployment: 7 out of 10 Kanak are considered to be unemployable by employers due to 

racist beliefs 
- Young people without jobs or training: 69% are Kanak 
- Non-precarious employment:  Kanak: 48%; non-Kanak born in New Caledonia: 64%; 19

Residents not born in New Caledonia: 75%. 
- While men may have permanent contracts, the majority of Kanak women are insecurely 

employed, which is linked to the sexist and racist discriminaaon suffered by Kanak women. 

We also note the difficulty of accessing decent housing: 
- Squats: in 2018, there were 4,000 squa#ers; in 2024, there are an esamated 8,000 squa#ers 

(Nouméa only) 
- Social housing: Every year, 8,000 requests for social housing go unanswered. 
- Kanak women have no access to land and end up living in squats. 

Some health data: 
- 43% of people are obese in the Northern Province (mostly Kanak) 
- 46% of people are obese in the Islands Province (mostly Kanak).  This leads to major chronic 20

illness (diabetes, high blood pressure, kidney failure, cholesterol) 
- Breast cancer screening: 32% in the Northern Province, 44% in the Islands Province 

 Source: United Naaons Office on Genocide Prevenaon18

 Translator’s Note: this category of employment (“emploi local”) consists only of permanent contracts and is restricted to residents who 19

have lived in the country for more than ten years.
 Translator’s Note: Kanaky is divided into three provinces: the North and South Provinces located on the main island, and the Islands 20

Province. Nouméa is located in the South Province, which is the most populous and wealthy and the only province in which Europeans 
make up the majority of the populaaon.
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- Of the 847 doctors pracasing in the country across all specialisaaons, 88% work in the 
Southern Province  21

- Over the last ten years, the number of people receiving care for a chronic illness has 
increased by 54.2%, represenang an increase of 16,697 paaents.  22

Some data on femicide: 
The government department in charge of women’s affairs sall does not break down femicides by 
ethnicity, even though: 

- From 2021-2024, there were 14 femicides 
- Of the 14 women killed, ten were Kanak, three were Oceanian and one was French. 
- The average age range was 16 to 30 years 

Kanak women make up the links in our clan organisaaon. 
This is difficult to do when we are a colonised people. 

Our material realiaes and the explosive violence accompanied by a neglect of public policy are 
colonial manoeuvres designed to let us destroy ourselves from within. 

D. MEASURES TO PREVENT BIRTHS 

To date, road blockades have caused many obstrucaons to access to healthcare, including for 
childbirth (in addiaon to healthcare for injuries caused by the forces of order and the miliaas, and 
ordinary health needs). These obstrucaons are not caused by the pro-independence road blockades, 
which are allowing people to pass in order to access health faciliaes, but Kanak people have told us 
that they were later obstructed by the forces of order. We have no data on who is really obstructed 
or how many are obstructed. 

Beyond that, although to date we do not have any specific data on forced sterilisaaon in Kanaky, we 
do not rule out the possibility that this change will take place in the near future because, as 
menaoned in the secaon enatled "A#acks on psychological and physical integrity", the colonisaaon 
of Kanak women was, and sall is, enacted on a psychological level before the physical level. 
Colonisaaon has confined Indigenous women to invisibility (ignored as interlocutors or actors), to 
servitude (domesac work) and to submission to coloniser sexual violence. This situaaon has endured 
for many years. Today, even though Kanak women are beginning to emerge into the world of work, 
the effects of the period of the Code de l’Indigénat conanue to weigh heavily on their private and 
public lives. It is important to note that the customary status created by the poliacal system remains 
discriminatory for Kanak women. 

We are aware that our resistance will cause the French Colonial State to take even more coercive 
measures. 

Through the local colonial right-wing (and extreme right) poliacians, the French State applies a 
paternalisac and colonialist approach to control of childbirth in various ways: 

- Psychological: guilt-tripping of Kanak mothers on the basis that "Kanak are 
delinquents” (without consideraaon of the legal system’s racist criminalisaaon of Kanak 
people) entrenches a sense of guilt in Kanak women who do not feel capable of or legiamate 
to become mothers: this is a powerful internalised mechanism to reduce the possibility of 
having children, 

 Source: NC 1ère / données du Syndicat des Médecins Libéraux NC21

 Source: Made in NC / données du Syndicqt des Médecins Libéraux NC22
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- Economic: poor families (mostly Kanak) are implicitly or explicitly and repeatedly told not to 
have children unal they are 'stable' according to colonial criteria, 

- Structural by social housing policies that do not correspond to our model of the Kanak 
family, or the Oceanian family more broadly: the social housing designed in 2019 by the 
SIC  are designed for two-person couples. 23

 
Couples who already have difficulty accessing social housing (as menaoned in the previous 
secaon) and unable to access another home due to their precarious employment situaaon 
will be inclined not to start a household with children, or will rethink or put off their plans; 

- Cultural through the colonial school system, which is killing our minds but also the 
environment as a whole; the "nuclear couple with a maximum of 2 children" model is 
implanted in our minds, thereby playing a part in hindering our maternity. 

E. FORCED TRANSFER OF CHILDREN 

At present, we have received reports of: 
- unsolved disappearances 
- forced transfers by plane of our young people who have been apprehended by police, of a 

similar type to organised deportaaons, another crime against humanity. 

 The Société Immobilière de Nouvelle-Calédonie, which focuses on the construcaon of social housing for rental23
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Genocidal intent 

Since the French Colonial Empire took possession of Kanaky on 24 September 1853, the country 
has been conceived as a colonial se#lement of two types: 
- Colonisaaon known as penal defined in the Law of 1854, with a penal colony opened in 1863; 
- Colonisaaon known as free colonisaaon from 1869 and once again in 1890 in the context of 
challenges to penal colonisaaon. 

1972: The Messmer le#er sent to the Secretary for Overseas Territories: "The French presence in 
Caledonia can only be threatened, barring a world war, by a naaonalist claim from the indigenous 
populaaons supported by a few possible allies in other ethnic communiaes from the Pacific. In the 
short and medium term, mass immigraaon of French ciazens from mainland France or from the 
overseas departments (Reunion) should make it possible to avoid this danger by maintaining and 
improving the numerical raao of the communiaes.” 

All non-Kanak communiaes are instrumentalised to reduce the Kanak people to a minority group. 
This is visible at the following levels: 
- societal: meassage (mixed-race individuals) is regularly and repeatedly glorified by the colonial 
right-wing, thereby erasing the use of meassage in colonial history. Kanak women were raped 
during colonisaaon, during the military presence linked to the Second World War, and with 2700 
soldiers currently in the country, Kanak and non-white women are not safe. 
- InsZtuZonal: We have been undergoing a supposedly peaceful decolonisaaon process since the 
Maagnon-Oudinot Agreements in 1988 and then the Nouméa Agreements in 1998. As previously 
menaoned, we are certain today that this was in fact a colonial manoeuvre accompanied by the 
illusion of social harmony. Above all, it brought about peace for the colonial, bourgeois and white 
supremacist order, because it did not concern the Kanak people in view of the state-sponsored 
violence that we experience on a daily basis. 

The Nouméa Accords were supposed to end with a new "Global Accord" aqer three referendums. 
We do not recognise the legiamacy of the third referendum because there was a 56% abstenaon 
rate, mostly of the Indigenous people, in response to a call from the pro-independence movement. 

In spite of this, the French Colonial State, through the local colonial right-wing, has claimed the final 
result of the referendum as a refusal of independence, without taking the abstenaon into account. It 
has therefore unilaterally decided, under the guise of "democracy", to unfreeze the provincial 
electoral lists (concerning public policy in the territory) and register 25,900 people in two categories: 
- 12,400 so-called “naaves”  (including around 5,500 Kanak + 2,200 children of non-naaves): over 24

the course of negoaaaons, an agreement was reached between the pro-independence movement 
and the French government to allow the members of this group to be registered. 
- Non-naaves who have lived in the country for at least 10 years: 13,500 people. 
“This corresponds to an increase of 14.46% in the special electorate, calculated pro-independence 
senator Robert Xowie. If we apply this to the French electorate, it is analogous to registering just 
over 7 million voters in one go." 

By acceleraang the minoriasaaon of the Kanak people in their own land, we are witnessing a 
reshaping of the se#ler-colonial process and the slow and gradual death of the Kanak people. 

This consZtutes genocidal intent without being named as such, and we wish to draw paracular 
a#enaon to it: the French Colonial State, through its government representaaves, has learned to 
avoid Netanyahu and his governement’s error of using dehumanising words such as "eradicate the 
cockroaches"; but that does not prevent their intenaons being revealed through their acts. 

 Translator’s note: in this context, “naave” refers to people born in Kanaky regardless of ethnicity.24
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Relief for people stranded in the country for the well-being of all 

We demand the reopening of airports and commercial flights from Nouméa to: 
- Allow those needing medical evacuaZon to access medical treatment within the required 
ameframe, 
- Enable French naZonals to leave the country using their own financial resources, 
- Allow repatriaZon for residents of other countries who wish to leave, as Aotearoa  has done. 25

As part of our decolonial feminist poliacal pracace, we are conscious of the well-being of every 
person on our land. We are also a#enave to the vital need for safety and serenity, the reducaon of 
harmful impacts on this safety and serenity, and the earliest possible reparaaon of any injuries. 

However, we have received a number of reports from panic-stricken people and their families and 
friends who are experiencing the anxious and alienaZng feeling of being imprisoned and hunted 
down. They do not necessarily have access to other topics of discussion than those currently 
prevalent in the anxiety-provoking environments in Noumea. The state of emergency, the difficulaes 
accessing healthcare and food supplies and the interrupaon of economic life are all factors that lead 
to an increase in anxiety. 

We are deeply concerned about the trauma these people are going through when they could regain 
peace and begin to recover by leaving our country, with the possibility of returning later if they so 
wish. 

We maintain that concentraZng a group of panic-stricken people behind closed doors close to 
people with weapons is a risk to everyone’s safety, due to a self-reinforcing anxiety spiral that 
prevents calming down and raaonality. As with a cult, the only soluaon is to remove the person 
from this toxic environment and support them to get back in touch with reality. The reality for these 
people is that they do not have aes in Kanaky other than in Nouméa, and they want to leave 
because their relaaonships and resources are outside of the country. This is in some ways similar to 
the measures taken by the Northern and Island Provinces who have organised the return of their 
children to their clans. 

The growing anxiety of people trapped in Kanaky in turn encourages anxiety spirals in their 
families and friends living elsewhere, parZcularly in France. This atmosphere encourages haste and 
the acceptance of any measure taken by the French Colonial State to ensure the safety of 'their’ 
loved ones, while abandoning any criacal interrogaaon of the methods used due to ignorance and 
lack of familiarity with the violence of colonial repression. 

We also believe that this could contribute to a general reducZon in pressure in Kanaky, including 
for people caught up in a spiral of violence that it is too late for them to stop alone. 
In addiaon, we call for the reopening of airports and commercial flights deparang from Nouméa, 
with commercial flights operated by the cheapest airlines available, or even accompanied by parZal 
or total financial assistance for all people and families in need. 

 Translator’s note: Aotearoa is the Maori (Indigenous) name for the land that colonisers have named New Zealand.25
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OUR DEMANDS & REQUESTS FOR SUPPORT 

Any support acaons must be driven by a single objecave: to apply pressure to the French Colonial 
State to accede to our demands. 
- Accession to full sovereignty for Kanaky without restricaons 
- Demilitarisaaon and disarmament of the enare civilian populaaon 
- Opening of airports and commercial flights + financial aid / France to help people needing support 
to leave. 

We also demand that two independent and imparaal inquiries be undertaken: one into the murders 
of Kanak children, and another into the concerning disappearances of Kanak children (our le#ers on 
this topic will come later). 

We have a few ideas about acaons you might like to undertake in your various contexts, but we 
leave you as much laatude as possible because you know your local circumstances much be#er than 
we do: 
- Demonstraaons, awareness-raising campaigns… 
- Rallies and demonstraaons in front of French embassies 

Further, we launch an appeal without equivocaaon for the boyco# of France at diplomaac, cultural 
and economic levels to increase pressure on the French government to firmly and definiavely 
withdraw all armed forces and for the accession to our full sovereignty: we need support to build a 
campaign according to the BDS (Boyco#, Divestment and Sancaons) model launched by 170 
Palesanian organisaaons against the State of Israel. This model was itself created by acavists against 
apartheid South Africa, and succeeded in this campaign. 

On an internaZonal level, we ask: 
- that you alert the public to the risk of genocide through your organisaaons and/or collecaves 
directly to Amnesty Internaaonal, Human Rights Watch: h#ps://www.hrw.org/contact-us , the UN 
Human Rights Council: h#ps://spsubmission.ohchr.org/en. The idea is that the more requests come 
from different organisaaons and groups (local and internaaonal), the stronger the message it will 
send to these NGOs. 

WE REMAIN OPEN TO YOUR PROPOSALS, SUGGESTIONS AND SUPPORT. 

IN THE INTERESTS OF RELEVANCE AND TO SAVE TIME, WE PROPOSE TO SEND YOU DOCUMENTATION ON THE 
HISTORY OF KANAKY ONLY ON REQUEST BY EMAIL.  

THANK YOU SO MUCH, 
IN SOLIDARITY ALWAYS,  

WORLD MARCH OF WOMEN - KANAKY
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